• Method:
1.
Use four different value models to represent benefit/cost tradeoffs 2.
Identify most efficient solutions for each value model (Pareto sets) 3.
Compare preferred alternatives across value models 4.
Identify cross-value model potential alternatives (Joint Pareto Analysis) 5.
Either converge on value model formulation (constructmental) or seek solutions insensitive to model formulation
Used tradespace exploration to see consequences on potential solutions of model choices Used IVTea Suite software (internal MIT) for visuals and analyses • Define the problem to be solved 
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• Given the Design space, how can each alternative be evaluated?
• Performance space and Resource space generated by evaluating the Design space through models
Space Tug
Performance and Resource Spaces
Cost Model Performance Model
These types of models can be validated through empirical tests, among other techniques; for this study, low fidelity models were used* What can we learn through this type of analysis?
• Joint designs are "best" (efficient for all)
• Compromise designs are most efficient tradeoffs
• Close to joint designs can be considered "promising" 1%  2%  3%  4%  5%  6%  7%  8%  9% 10%  40  55  Compr  56  61  64  72  Compro  80  85  Pareto  88  120  183  184  192  207  Compr  213  216  248  311  312  320  335 Compr • Can identify systems that do well across multiple value models -Compromise Pareto solutions were efficient tradeoffs between value models -Promising solutions were "almost" joint; may become so if dropping a value model
• Analysis useful if value model choice is uncertain or likely to change -Using these techniques, one can explore sensitivities to variation in not only value model parameters, but also the value models themselves -Structured approach for moving beyond "optimal" designs to include larger possibility space of good and robust solutions 
Thank you for your attention!
Questions?
